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Merchandise Turnover
By Caddie H. Kinard
The number of times merchandise has been turned over at
cost is invaluable information to an executive department when
analyzing trading operations. When speaking of merchandise
turnover, I refer to the number of times the inventory is contained
in the cost of sales.
Bankers do not look with favor on the borrower whose gross
sales are not several times as much as his initial inventory.
The merchant, when speaking of turnover, usually refers to
gross sales, but analysis would reveal that he refers to his
stock of goods rather than to the sales value. If the fiscal
year is started with a certain inventory, it is the endeavor
of the merchant to turn it over several times during the year.
Therefore, he means by turnover the cost of sales, because in
ventory and subsequent purchases are entered at cost, and it is
his stock which he is endeavoring to turn over to the greatest
possible advantage.
The rate of merchandise turnover may be obtained (1) by
using the average inventory, purchases or manufactured goods,
and net sales at cost, or (2) the average inventory, purchases or
manufactured goods, and net sales valued at sale price. However,
inasmuch as inventories, purchases and manufactured goods are
carried on the accounting records at cost, the first method seems
the most logical. When computing merchandise turnover, it is
essential that the average inventory for the period be obtained on
as accurate a basis as possible. In my opinion, the methods shown
in this article will yield fairly accurate results.
It is not well to use the final inventory as an average unless it
represents a normal inventory for the fiscal period, or is the first
that has been taken.
Should a perpetual inventory be in use, add the monthly in
ventories to the initial inventory and divide the sum by the
number of months in the fiscal period plus one. If a perpetual inven
tory is not used, add the initial inventory for the fiscal period to
the inventory at the close of the period, and divide the sum
by two. The quotient will be the approximate average inven
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tory for the fiscal period. Perhaps this can be better understood
by illustrations.
Assume that the perpetual inventories of department A for the
first six months of the fiscal period were as follows:
December 31, 1927........................................................... $10,000.00
January 31, 1928..............................................................
9,500.00
February 28, 1928............................................................
10,000.00
March 31, 1928.................................................................
9,000.00
April 30, 1928...................................................................
8,500.00
May 31, 1928....................................................................
8,000.00
June 30, 1928....................................................................
8,500.00

Total.............................................................................. $63,500.00
=9071.43 approximate average inventory for fiscal period.

Suppose that a perpetual inventory is not in use, and that the
initial inventory is $50,000.00 and the closing inventory
$45,000.00.
50,000 + 45,000.00 = 47,500
2
period.

approximate average inventory for fiscal

The initial inventory plus purchases, or cost of manufactured
goods, minus the inventory at the close of the period is the cost
of sales. If an actual inventory is not taken, the approximate
cost of sales may be obtained by either of the following methods:

1. Divide the net sales by 100 per cent. plus the per cent. of
mark-on based on cost, or
2. Multiply the net sales by the gross-profit rate based on sales;
then deduct the result from the net sales.

If the approximate cost of sales, computed as above outlined,
is deducted from the sum of the initial inventory and purchases or
cost of manufactured goods, the result will be the approximate
inventory.
The rate of mark-on based on cost and the rate of gross profit
based on sales are not the same. This, of course, is due to different
factors entering into the computation. If a merchant’s average
mark-on based on cost is 50 per cent., his gross profit based on
sales will be 331/3 per cent., or a net difference of 16X per cent.
Perhaps an illustration will make this more clear.
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Assume that the records of a department store reflect the
following transactions:

Department A............
Department B............
Department C............
Department D...........

.........
.........
.........
.........

Total....................... .........
Average...................
Sales............................
Inventory...................
Purchases....................
Total.......................
Deduct:
Inventory................
Cost of sales...............

Purchases
at
cost
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
400.00

Rate
of
mark-on
50%
75%
40%
35%

Sale
price
150.00
175.00
140.00
135.00

Gross
profit
50.00
75.00
40.00
35.00

200%
50%

600.00

200.00

600.00

100%

400.00

66%%

200.00

33%%

200.00
600.00
800.00

400.00
—

Gross profit................

If a gross profit of 331/3 per cent, on sales is desired, it is essen
tial that the rate of mark-on based on cost be known. This rate
may be found by the following formula:

Therefore,

100% = Sales
66% % = Cost of sales
33%% = Gross profit on sales

100%—331/3% = 66%%
33 1/3
= 50% required mark-on based on cost, to yield 331/3% gross
662/3 %
profit on sales

The rate of merchandise turnover is found by applying the
following formula:
______ Cost of sales_____
= Rate of turnover
Average inventory at cost

Suppose a department store found that the average inventory
for department A was $50,000, and the cost of sales for the same
period was found to be $150,000. What is the rate of turnover?
Solution:

150,000.00 = 3, rate of turnover
50,000.00 = 3, rate of turnover

This indicates that the amount invested in merchandise has
been turned three times.
If this department had merchandise available for sale worth
$175,000, the sales amounted to $165,000, the average mark-on
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was 25 per cent, and it was desired to determine the approximate
inventory, the solution would be as follows:
100%+25% = 125%
165,000.00 = 132’000.00 cost of sales

175,000.00—132,000.00 = 43,000.00, approximate inventory

The number of turnovers is not the same in all types of busi
ness. They will perhaps vary from one to twenty times, depend
ing on the kind of business concerned. If the turnovers are
numerous, the prospects of a large profit at a small mark-on are
more favorable than where the mark-on is large and the turnover
small. If the capital is limited, frequent turnovers will yield a
profit equal to that produced by turning a larger capital less
times in a year. If a merchant can turn $1.00 eight times in the
course of twelve months, he will use one eighth of the capital
that would be required if the rate of turnover were one, and, in
addition, will make as much or even more profit.
For illustration, assume that a merchant had a mark-on,
based on cost, of 40 per cent., with a turnover of one. He found
by using a mark-on of 25 per cent. that he had a turnover of two.
If his former sales were $275,000 annually, by how much were
his gross profits increased, provided he continued to use the
same investment in merchandise?
Solution:

100%+40% = 140%
275,000.00÷140% = 196,428.57, cost of sales
275,000.00-196,428.57 = 78,571.43, gross profit

Under the new policy, the $196,428.57, cost of sales, is turned
twice, or an equivalent of $392,857.14 annually.
392,857.14X25% = 98,214.28, profit
98,214.28—78,571.43 = 19,642.85, net increase in profit due to mark-on
having been lowered and the rate of turnover
increased.

Suppose we go a step further by way of illustration. If it is
desired to make the same amount of profit under the new policy
that was made under the old policy, how much of an investment
in merchandise would be required?
Solution:
78,571.434-25% = 314,285.72, cost of goods sold to make $78,571.43
profit.

Inasmuch as the volume is used in two turnovers, the amount
of capital required would be found by dividing the cost of goods
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sold by two. Therefore, $314,285.72 ÷ 2 = $157,142.86, investment
in merchandise to make $78,571.43 profit. By deducting the cost
of sales under the new policy, viz., $157,142.86, from the cost
of sales under the old policy, viz., $196,428.57, it is found that the
same amount of profit could be made with $39,285.71 less invested
in merchandise than under the old policy.
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